Consideration of different problems of physical kinetics shows that nonequilibrium distribution function of band carriers and, consequently, kinetic coefficients significantly depend on the specific shape of bands and mutual interaction of carriers. The most impressive results are related with interband scattering of mobile particles belonging to many-valley systems.
Introduction
The main problem of physical kinetics is construction of a well-grounded kinetic equation and solution of it to obtain non-equilibrium distribution function (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] ). The second step is to evaluate kinetic coefficients (see [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). The first problem has no well satisfactory solution up to date. The main trouble is related with the specific form of kinetic equation (that is an integer-differential equation with specific derivatives). Today, there is no reliable way to find analytically precise solution of it, and in practice one has to construct and use some suitable approximations. One typical way is to neglect e-e-collisions of band charged carriers, but this way sometimes is not confident. Investigation shows that these collisions can be especially important for complex system of different types of band carriers (for example, system different of band-valleys).
One-particle density matrix for non-equilibrium many-particle system of charged carriers
Design by the symbols А, В etc. some quantum numbers that characterize states of separate particles, which make up a system of charged band carriers. For uniform space, we assume the notation If the system of charged carriers is separated by several distinctive parts, we design these parts by the chosen symbols p or g that belong to the used set of numbers: (p or g) = a, b, c etc. are basic one-particle wave-functions. In what follows, the spin variables and spin quantum numbers are not applied, with account of processes of spin overturn they are not considered here.
The one-particle density matrix for p-carriers is defined in the following way: Averaging procedure is presented by angle brackets;
formally it is performed using the non-equilibrium statistical operator related to all the band carriers and to external scattering system together. The latter is presented by intrinsic accidental microscopic fields and macroscopic electrical field E r (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ). Now write the set of equations for one-particle density matrices ) (t 
Hamiltonian of Coulomb interaction of band carriers has the following form (see [10] ): 
Then, we obtain the following equation for the oneparticle density matrix
Here, [2, 3] and [7] [8] [9] , as the "standard variant"). In this paper, we also consider another one called as "non-standard variant" (see [11] and [15] Now, we take into consideration that functions (3.4) are invariant to the shift of argument w on the de Broglie wavelength
It is easy to convince that the matrix element of coordinate w is proportional to the Kronecker symbol:
To calculate the value AA w) ( , we use in the formulae (3.9) the shifted space of integration ) ( ) (
. Then, we obtain:
Here,
As a result, we find:
Represent the matrix element of Hamiltonian p Ĥ by the following form (see (3.5)):
Using the designations
, one obtains the formulae
Farther, in this article we accept for p-carriers the dispersion law of the following form (see, for instance, the formulae (7.3)):
Let us introduce the new designations:
For small vectors q r , farther we use the approximated form:
In what follows, we will use the simplified form (see
Collision integrals
When using the Laplace transformation (see [8] )
Eq. (2.12) accepts the form
Introduce the following designations:
Then, we find the lowest term in the set of perturbations theory: 
In the second order of simplified theory of perturbation (see, for instance, [5] )
As a result, the collision integral for an equilibrium external scattering system has the form ( For the elastic scattering 
Now show the several correlators for different external scattering potentials (see Refs. [5, 6] ). They have the simple forms
For the system of charged impurities with the concentration n I (used here is the simplified dielectric
(here, n CI is the density of charged centers). For the piezoelectric scattering by longitudinal acoustic phonons (4.14) at the quasi-elastic scattering by acoustic phonons )
for neutral impurities (see [13] )
ε is Fermi energy, and the value 0 < ε D represents the energetic level of donor).
Static kinetic equations
This system has the form (see Eq. (2.12)) , St St 
where (see (3.17 
Now, the coefficient ) (S P p k r accepts the form (see
Farther, let us consider the matrix p D to be diagonal; try also to approximate the integral from the right part of the expression (5.15). Then, the result is as follows (see also the forms (3.17), (3.18) and (7.3a)):
is the natural logarithm for the ratio of averaged deBroigle wavelength to screen length.
it follows from (5.9) and (5.15) − (5.18): 
Further, we put for simplicity
Farther, we use the approximated expression: ).
Introducing here the forms (5.19) and (5.21), one obtains: 
Solution of kinetic equations for the system of three ellipsoidal valleys
As an example of complicated system of band charged carriers, we consider three valleys shown as ellipsoids in Figure. Transitions of carriers between distinct valleys are farther omitted.
Let us introduce the following designations:
, e e p → . . Below, we use the expression the concentration of carriers:
Inclosing the formulae (5.19) and (5.21) into the system (7.4)−(7.6), we obtain:
where (see (6.5))
In what follows, we use the approximate expression (see (5.23 (7.11) Taking into attention the expressions (5.2), (5.23) and (7.7)−(7.11), one can obtain (see (6.5)−(6.7)):
Here, n is the total density of band carriers and (see (7.7) and (7.13)) 
